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Abstract 

This paper describes a method of integrating syntactic and semantic interpretation of natural 
language utterances via massively parallel constraint satisfaction implemented in a 
connectionist chart parser - COSIMO. 

1.0 Introduction 

Connectionism has already found its way into a number of small Natural Language Parsing 
systems (NLP). The prevalent characteristic of these systems is their ability to propagate weak 
constraints (lexical, syntactical, semantic and pragmatic) between input-derived terms to form 
an utterance interpretation. The main mechanism employed in these systems is a neural-like 
activation spreading between linguistic and cognitive representation elements, activation 
inhibition and decay (cf. Collins and Loftus 1975, Anderson 1983). Some of the systems focus 
on the syntactic processing of texts (Slack 1986, Jones 1987, Parisi and Nolfi 1987, Howells 
1988), some look at the micro-levels of semantic analysis to resolve lexical or syntactic 
ambiguity (Cottrell and Small 1983, Pollack and Waltz 1984, Bookman 1987, Cybulski et al 
1989), others concentrate on language generation  (Kukich 1987, Gasser 1988) or speech 
understanding (Bengio et al. 1989, Stanfil and Waltz 1986), few address connectionist NLU in 
an integrated, multi-facet way (Small 1987, also cf. Minsky 1986, Lytinen 1986). 

 COSIMO, unlike some other systems, combines symbolic and connectionist processing, 
based on Preference Semantics (Wilks 1975) and chart parsing paradigms (Kay 1980) with 
connectionist constraint satisfaction of Interactive Relaxation with Decay (McClelland and 
Rumelhart 1986). 

 In the spirit of Preference Semantics, COSIMO’s long term memory consists of three 
different types of organisational components :- a dictionary assigning semantic word senses to 
character strings, formulae giving semantically reducible definitions of domain and universal 
concepts, and templates specifying a language grammar (refer to Cybulski and Jennings 1989 
for more details). The connectionist chart accounts for the system short-term memory. The 
ultimate objective of the parsing process is to analyse natural language input into a chart 
structure and then collapse it along the inheritance paths into a number of inter-related 
application-domain concepts. 
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 The model assumes all chart constituents to have associated with it a momentary energy 
level, represented by a real number and known as activation. Activations are propagated 
between the chart elements arranged into a network of excitory and inhibitory connections, 
from signs up to the phrase semantic interpretations. Excitory connections strengthen the 
activation of neighbouring nodes and correspond to the representational associations between 
concepts, i.e. instance-type, frame-slot, formula-constraint, formula-template, sign-sense, or 
chart constituent concatenations. Inhibitory connections, on the other hand, weaken the 
activation of neighbouring nodes, and are related to the potentially ambiguous chart clusters, i.e. 
multiple sign senses, multiple formulae interpretations, multiple template associations, chart 
constituent overlaps, or near misses. The strength of each excitory and inhibitory link is 
represented with either positive or negative connection weights respectively. A chart component 
is said to be active when its activation level is positive. In the absence of input from its 
neighbours the value of a node activation slowly decays to its resting level, i.e. either zero or 
negative determined by the relative frequency of the constituent use (recorded with dictionary 
entries, templates and formulae). The connection weights and formula constants were adapted 
from VITAL (Howells 1988), thus the weights of the sign/sense connections were assumed to 
be proportional to the relative element frequency (in its own class), the weight of formula and 
template chart associations (bottom up activations) is currently a constant inversely proportional 
to the number of incoming links, the subcomponent associations (top down activation) is 
inversely proportional to the number of constituents. 
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Figure: Spreading activation in COSIMO chart 
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 As an example, let us consider a partial parse of the sentence from the above Figure. The 
initial processing of string "I want" results in addition of three competing templates (a, b, c), 
only one matches the expected continuation "to fly" (c), the remaining two are in fact near 
misses to the input (a omits the person, b is penalised for the use of incorrect semantic 
category). The spreading activation will prefer the structure with the highest number of shortest 
connections coming from input signs, thus the correctly matching template gets the highest 
excitation, inhibits the remaining two interpretations from receiving activation from input, then 
they slowly decay into their resting energy levels at which they get removed from the chart. The 
remaining chart constituents achieve equilibrium of up and down activation spreading after a 
number of chart cycles. If a network relaxes into a number of disjoint interpretations, their 
selection may use the level of activation as a degree of interpretation correctness. 

2.0 Conclusions 

We have described the working principles of the COSIMO system. The system prototype was 
implemented in CommonLisp and C on the Sun 3/60, and is still in its experimental stage. 
Current research concentrates on increasing the size of COSIMO’s dictionary, better coverage 
of the application domain with formulae, and a significant extension to the pool of available 
templates. Overall, the results of even our preliminary experiments convince us that the addition 
of connectionist chart methods to symbolic NLU, and Preference Semantics in particular, 
greatly enhances the capability of natural language parsers. 
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